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The thermoelectric effect is investigated in superconductors containing a nonmagnetic impurity with a 
localized state near the Fermi surface. It is shown that at T$ T, the coefficient 1/, which characterizes this 
effect, is larger than in the normal state. For temperatures close to T, this leads to a severalfold increase of 
the thermoelectric angle. 

PACS numbers: 74.20.-z 

Much attention is being paid recently to the study of 
the thermoelectric effect in superconductors. [1-3) The 
purpose of the present study is to investigate this effect 
in a metal containing a nonmagnetic impurity with a lo
calized level near the Fermi surface. [4) Resonant scat
tering of electrons by such impurities influences signif
icantly the properties of both normal metals and super
conductors. [5-8) This is particularly manifest in the 
thermoelectric effect, because the relaxation time in 
resonant scattering is odd in the energy, and this leads 
to a nonzero differential thermoelectric power in the 
zeroth order in T / J.J. (J.J. is the chemical potential of the 
system). [5,9) 

A temperature gradient produces in a superconductor 
a normal-excitation current [10): 

(1) 

To calculate the coefficient TIs which characterizes this 
current, we start from the formula [11): 

1. P(q=O, w) 
!).=--hmlm , 3T __ 0 w (2) 

where P(q, w) is the Fourier component of the retarded 
Green's function «j(X,O)jH(X't»). 

After averaging over the positions of the impurity 
atoms, we obtain for P the expression 

Ym=2nmilp, wn = (2n+1) ni/~, ~= (kbT) -', 

.9'(kwnW n-\'m) = (T,Xl)G(kwn) (T,Xl)G(kw.-vm), 

(3) 

(4) 

where G(kwn) is the single-particle Green's function av
eraged over the impurity. It is given in[7.8). In the 
derivation of (3) we assume the scattering to be isotro
pic, and therefore the average of the products of two 
Green's functions has been replaced by the product of 
the averages. 

After integrating with respect to the energy ~(~ = e - J.J.) 
and carrying out an analytic continuation (II .. - Z)[12) we 
obtain for TIs 

=_e_ S~dZZ OJ N(ft+z)v'(fJo+z) [Im(Z'(z)-,i'(z»'I'(1+ lul'-l) 
1]. 6T _00 Oz 1m e,(z)Ime,(z) Itt'-11 
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Z(z) ] 
-2 1m 'l.(z)Re (Z'(z)-~'(z»':' ' 

f(z) = (Hexp ~z) -', 
e, ,=± (Z'(z) -il'(z» '4'l.(z), u=Z(z) /il(z), 

nimpf ( Uf)_1 
Z(z)=z+ "N(fJo+z) z+ (l-u')' A , 

S(z)=~ + nimi (~d+ __ r_,) A-', 
:tN(fJo+z) (t-u') , 

X (z) - nimp redA -I, 
" - nN(fJo+z) 

A='d'+r'-z'+~'d'-~(U~+d) 
J (1-u') '10 ~ , 

(5) 

(6) ". 

(7) ~ 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

n imp is the concentration of the impurity atoms, N( E) is 
the state denSity of the electrons in the normal metal, 
v = I a E / ap I, r is the width of the level of the impurity 
atom, the energy Ed of the level of the impurity atom is 
reckoned from the Fermi surface, d= - Ad/A, and the 
quantity Ad characterizes the influence of the Coulomb 
repulsion of the impurity-atom electrons with opposite 
spins on the superconducting properties. [7) 

Taking into account the analytic properties of the 
functions Z(z), .i(z), x(z) and u(z) and expanding the 
smooth quantities near the Fermi surface, we obtain 

(11) 

e d [Im(Z'(e)-!l'(e»)' N( ) '( )] I 
I) 1=--- e v € 

• 12T'de Ime,(e)Ime,(e) ._. 

I~ dzz' ( lul'-1) 
o ch' (~zI2) 1 + 1 u'-li ' 

(12) 

e , SOO zdz n(z)Imx(z) 
1].,= 6f,N(I1)V-(fJo) ch'(~z/2) Ime,(z)Ime,(z)' 

o 

(13) 

u(z) 
n (z) = Re (u' (z) -1) 'I, (14) 

The integrals in (12) and (13) are calculated on the 
basis of the method developed by Moskalenko et al. [13) 

In this case the small parameter is the quantity (J= (lA, 

where 

a=2f~ (e.'+[2) -', A=e(1+d)'(1+c) -'(I-de)-', 
c;"'nimpr[nN(~L) (ef+r') ]-' (see (81). 

Expanding in terms of this small parameter, we obtain 

1m (Z' (z) -~' (z» 'I'-cr, 1m E,.,-±Cr 
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in the entire frequency range. This has made it pos
sible, when writing down formulas (12), to regard the 
functions Im(Z2(z) - ,&2(Z)1/2 and Ime1,2 as smoothly 
varying in the energy. As to the function ImX(z), it is 
proportional to the state density, and therefore its val
ues are different near the energy gap WI and far from it. 

For the frequencies from w, to we (we is the frequency 
at which the quantities become continuous, [13] we have[S] 

n(z)=n.(x)/a"', Imx(z) 

where 

z(x) =~.(1_3/,a'/'x+ .. . ), n,(x) =1/,l'3(v'(X)-IZ'(X», 

u(x) = (-1+1'1-x') "', vex) =(-1-Y 1-x'i"'. 

(15) 

In the region of frequencies from we to 00 we obtain[S] 

n(z) 
u, 

(u,'-1)'" , Imx(z) 
ce.a(zu,/~+d) 

(u,'-1)'" 

u,=z/~" ~.=~(1-dc) (1+c)-'=Ll/. 

(16) 

(17) 

We calculate first 1/81' The integral in (12) coincides 
with the integral for the thermal-conductivity coeffi
cient. [S] In the region of temperatures satisfying the 
inequality ~/3« (,8.:11>-1« 1 we have 

_ eT ~ (N(B) 1J'(e) ) I [j y'dy + 9 (~'~)'a·/']. 
1\" 6 de cf ._. ch' 'I,y 20 ch' '/,~,~ 

A~ _ 

(18) 

At temperatures close to Tc, when .:1(T)/T«(T/r)3, 

we obtain for 1/81 

eT d (N(e)V'(e») I [S- y'dy T' S- Y'dY'] 
1]"--6 de cf ch"ly + e'+f' ch21ly . 

.-~ 6." 2 d 4 ~ 2 

, '(19) 
It is seen from the last formulas that at r» .:1 and 
r / T» 1 we are left only with the first term, and if we 
assume cr = 1/2Tt2 , then this term is equal to the coef
ficient 1/ for superconductors in the case of elastic 
scattering of the electrons by the nonmagnetic-impurity 
atoms. [1] 

To calculate 1/ £ we divide the integration region in 
(13) into two intervals, (w" we) and (We, 00), and sub
stitute expressions (15) and (16) for ImX(z) and n( z), 
respectively. We then have 

(19') 

where Xc is determined from the relation[S,13] WI = .:1/1 
- i aZ/3xe). 

Separating in the last expression the principal con
tribution, [U] we obtain 

eTe. 
1],.=- 3 

N(/L)v'(/L) { S-~+ ~~(1+d) [ (~,~)2 Ini.- a-,,, 
cf(e.'+f') A,O ch21/,y 2(1+c) ch21/,~.~ 3 

- IdyY(2-~~h'I'Y)ln(Y-~'~)]}. (20) 
A,O ch I.y y+ ~,~ 
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At .:1= 0 we have 

(21) 

Near Tc, when .:1,,8« 1, we have 

(22) 

In the case of very low temperatures «.:1,,8)-1« rl-/3 

« 1) we can expand all the quantities near the energy 
gap. Then, starting from (13), we get 

(23) 

Let us examine our results. If we assume that the 
quantites N(e), V(E), and cr are proportional to If, 
then the ratio of the coefficients 

n n_~ ~(N(e)v'(e»)1 
1]." '1.. - 9 eT d f e c £=11 

is equal to - J-LEa(E ~ + r2tl. On the other hand, the con
dition for the existence of a nonmagnetic alloy is of the 
form[4,7] 

[ U e. ]-' f 1 
U 1 +-arctg-I, (f' ')«. 

:ted :t +£d 
(24) 

At certain values of U (U is the Coulomb repulsion of 
the impurity-atom electrons having opposite spins) this 
condition can be satisfied at a ratio of E 4 to r. If 
r-1O-2 J-L and Ea-1O-3 J-L, then 1/:a/1/:1-10, and at 
r-1O-2 J-L and £a-1O-1 J-L we also have 11:Z/1/:1 -10. In 
such alloys, too, the observed thermoelectric power is 
connected not with the weak dependence of the quanti
ties N(I'.), v(E), and cr on the energy near the Fermi 
surface, but with the fact that the relaxation time of the 
relaxation time of the resonant scattering of the elec
trons by the impurity atoms is odd in the energy. [9,15] 
ThiS, just as in the case of the electron-phonon relax
ation mechanism in the presence of an undamped cur
rent in a closed circuit of superconductors, [16] leads to 
a nonzero result for the thermoelectric power even in 
the zeroth order in T / J-L. 

Interest attaches also to the temperature dependence 
of the thermoelectric coefficient below the transition 
point. For temperatures T close to T e' as seen from 
(22), the value of 1/£ is larger in the superconducting 
state than in the normal state, this being due to the in
crease of the electron density of states n(z) at T < Tc 
near the energy gap. At low temperatures T« Te, to 
the contrary, owing to the abrupt decrease of the num
ber of normal excitations, the coefficient 1182 becomes 
exponentially small (formula (23», i. e., the plot of 
1182 against temperature goes through a maximum at 
T < Te' This is similar to the temperature dependence 
of the nuclear spin relaxation rate in the superconduct
ing state. 

Let us calculate and estimate the thermoelectric an
gle 0, [1] which characterizes the observed value of the 
magnetic flux produced under the influence of the tem
perature gradient. At T« Te, if the relative change of 
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temperature along the superconductor is small, the 
value of e is estimated from formula (3.8) of[l). At 
temperatures close to the transition point, the coeffi
cient T/ is in this case not a smooth function and it can
not be taken outside the integral with respect to T. Us
ing (22) and the expression for the number of super
conducting electrons near T c' we obtain 

Xlno-- -c- ; (( Te-T,) In Te- T, _ (!.c..~) In T,-T, 
el T. L T Ie 

- ~ ( T'~.;i) -7 ~J ( T,;~, )') ]} . (25) 

Substituting in the last expression T 2 - O. 95Tc , Tl 
-0. 93Tc ' No-1023 cm-a, T/~=o./p, 0.=0.32 j.J.V/deg2, 
p/10On lmp = 0.9 fJ.n-cm/at. %, Ed - O. 1 eV, r - 10-2 eV, 
and Tc - 1. 3"K (this corresponds to the data for 
ThCe[9J), N(O)- 0.1 eV-t, and d- 5, we find that at con
centrations 11 Imp - 10-5 = 10-3 at. % we have e - 10-2, which 
is experimentally feaSible. [2J Allowance for the second 
term in the curly bracket leads to an increase of e by 
an approximate factor of 3. With decreasing impurity 
concentration, e increases in this case not only be
cause of the decrease of p, but also because of the de
crease of a. 

Measurements of the thermoelectric effect in super
conductors containing a nonmagnetic impurity with a lo
calized level can yield additional data on the nature of 
these impurities. 

In conclusion, the author thanks V, A. Moskalenko, 
Yu. M. Gal'perin, and V, I. Kozub for a discussion of 
the results. 
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Current dependence of the microwave admittance of thin 
superconducting films 
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The dependence of the microwave (W/27T = 9300 MHz) admittance of thin (300-600 A) superconducting 
Sn films on the temperature and on the direct current I is investigated. The films are 1-2 ,.... wide and 
30-100 ,.... long. The measurements are performed at temperatures T;::;; (\.0-0.9) T, and currents I of the 
order of the pair-breaking current I, GL. The experimental O'l( T) plot is in good quantitative agreement with 
the Mattis-Bardin theory; the slope of the plot is slightly less than the theoretical one. The 0',(1) plot at 
IS I, GL agrees with that predicted by the Ginzburg-Landau theory for wr,,>I(r,,) is the time of relaxation 
of the superconducting condensate to the equilibrium state). An estimate of the lower bound of r" is 
obtained (r,,>\O-11 sec at T~ 0.9 T,). 

PACS numbers: 73.60.Ka 

INTRODUCTION tance a.=al-ia2' which depends on the frequency w. In 
the next higher approximation (in the absence of trans
port current) the admittance of the films is described by 
the Mattis-Barden theory. [lJ If, however, the direct 

The behavior of superconducting films in a weak high
frequeilcy field is customarily described by the admit-
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